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Despite the rain Oil Sunday. the annual Earth Day celebration
was a great success. The day's activities brought members of the




By DAN TOMPKINS editor-in-chief
President Claire Gaudiani announced on Thursday, April 23 that
NESCAC Presidents have decided to begin a NESCAC conference
championship. This announcement comes after months of speculation
and lobbying from students and athletic departments on college cam-
puses across New England.
Tbe new post season formula will tum NESCAC into a playing
SEENESCAC page 11
Susanne Myrth '98 earns
Fullbright Fellowship
By JORDANA GUSTAFSON staff writer
Susanne Myrth has spent over a decade jetting from the United States
to Germany and back. She has dual citizenship and bas split her years
living with ber mother in the U.S. while spending sununers with her
father in Germany, It was not so unusual, then, when Myrth chose to
spend a year studying abroad in Berlin.
When she returned in the summer of 1997, little did anyone know that
the next time Myrtb visited Germany she would have more than just ber
suitcases in hand. She would have a Fulbright Fellowship.
An International Relations major with a focus on contemporary
SEEFULLBRIGHT page 9
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Blood drive receives full student support
By KATIE STEPHENSON
news editor
Once again, the globaJ commu-
nity has asked for Conn's help, and
the school bas responded in abun-
dance. In the two-day Red Cross
sponsored blood drive, held in tbe
1962Room, more than 150pints of
blood were donated. This will be
used to help those in need across the
country.
Lynda Veleas, Head Nurse, was
very "impressed by the turnout."
Sbe added tbat tbe "drive was well
attended, and all six beds were filled
all day lang." Tbe drive was serup
to accommodate six donors at one
time in addition [Q those filling out
questionnaires and those waiting in
line.
Veleas added that staff members
even had to tum away potential
donors because of an unanticipated
rush. She also emphasized the im-
portance of making appointments
so that the Red Cross provides
enough volunteers to assist all those
who want 10make donations. Veleas
also noted that there were not only
students donating. Faculty. staff,
students, and members of the New
London community all showed up
to participate.
Veleas said that tbere bas recently
been a dire need for blood in the
state of Connecticut. She added that
Red Cross is in desperate need of
donations, especially 0 negative,
SEEBLOOD DRIVE
continued on page 9
Eve Uberman 'OJ is one of more than J50 people who donated blood in the two day Red Cross Blood
Drive in era. The blood collected will benefit those in need in Connecticut as well as other states.
'00 as Judiciary Board Cbair,
Bachman Clem '01 as Student Ac-
tivities Council Chair, Sara Bums
'99 as Cbair nf Residential Life,
and Claire Brennan '99 as Chair of
Academic Affairs. Courtney Dia-
mond '98, Courtney Walker '98,
and Molly Carrot! '98 remain as
candidates for Young Alumni
Trustee.
Brent Never, who based his plat-
form on inspiring activism on cam-
pus, says he's "really excited" about
SEESGA
continued 011 page 9
ON CAMPUS:
Take a ride on the
wild Wheel of
Housing, as rendered
by Ben Munson '00
page 2
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1998-1999 SGA Executive Board elected
By ABBY CARLEN
staff writer
As most of Connecticut College
students are focusing 00 the end of
this year, finals, papers, and the
seemingly distant summer, the new
Student Government Association's
executive board members look to-
ward the future of the 1998-99
school year. Elections were held
Thursday and Friday, April 16 and
17, outside the post office in Cro.
The results include Brent Never
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Raise the Roof as
part of a week of
song
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OPINION
NESCAC Post season alive and well at Conn
Congratulations are in order for the ESCAC presidents Conn sports enrich our lives: we are made better people by
for their decision to cominue post season play after the 1999 our learn work, OUf euphoria during victory and OUI sense of
season. With NCAA post season pia). students will be able 10 dedication 10 an integral pan of this college. Wbat we must
enjoy both panicipation 00 and offlhe field. Athletes and fans not lose in this compromise is sight of the fact thar we still
alike will be able 10 continue the fine tradition of sports we have sports at CODn. We will be abJe 10 be a pan of a proud
have at Conn. tradition that in the past year alone has seen
Whileil is true tha: ECACS \\ ill be phased ~. such praiseworthy accomplishments as a
out, and only one NESCAC learn will be Coach of the YearawardandAIl-Amencan
able 10 advance to the CAAs, a compro- ~ d ito ria I Academic teams. Conn records have fallen
mise in this process was the best that could '_ by the dozen and both a packed 194J and
have been hoped for. With twelve schools all trying 10 get 1962 room are a clear indication of those accomplisbments
w hat they wanted out of the post season debate. no one school and the promise of more to come.
can claim a total victory. And if there's any doubt that student voices are not merely
what we can claim is mat post season play will continue ar heard but often highly regarded, one need only examine the
Conn. Kim-An will be able to break CAA records, Shana work of the many athletes and other concerned students, both
Davis can bea three time All-American. Jay Golub can paint here and at the otherschoots, whose zealous concern certainly
bimselfblue in the face when he returns as an alum. In shan, had a great impact in this decision.
the excitement will continue at Conn.
Should the College sponsor all-campus fasts?
YES NO
The cause is worthwhile, but the
method in which it is carried out
is counterproductive.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
An inconvience to some on
.. campus is a beneficial gesture to
many.
By JEN BRENNAN associate a&e editor
Lelters-Io-the-Edilor are due by 5:00 p.m. on rhe
Tbursday preceeding publication. The College
Voice reserves the right to edit letters. for ~larity and
length. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be
published. However, names may be withheld upon
the author's request, The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal attack on an
individuaL The College Voice cannot guarantee the
publication of any submission. Letters should be
dOUble-spaced, no longer ihan 500 words, and must
include a phone number for verification.
I believe the most common complaint heard hereon rhe hill On the night of Thursday, April J6, you may have gone to
(non-alcohol related) has to be the dining hall food. At any Harris for dinner only to find the doors locked. Realizing it
meal, in any dining hall, you will eventually hear someone was the night of the fast, you may have then gone to Smith/
complain about something; the menu, the quality, the lines, or Burdick only to discover that it, too, was closed, and Free-
maybe tbewhote etmospnere. J wouldguessthataJmostevery manlJA was the only open dining hall. At this point, you have
student here has atsomepointoranOUlerdecided togo out and four options: find an off campus food estabtishment, find
get a good meal, or maybe it wasj usc ca ~ solace at the Oasis, trek to the other end of
araving fories. Either way. you are skip-. • campus to the dining hall which is more
ping a meal here on campus in favor of ~ •.. than likely exceeding its fire code limit, or
something else. .. p r ~_~ starve because you can't afford to eat out.
Last week we were asked, in recognition It's not that eating at the Oasis Of eating
of the less fortunate members of the sUIToundingcommunity, out is bad, but it is bad that those were the onJy realistic
not to eat a meal here in any dining hall except Freeman/lA. options that night, aside from cramming into the confines of
For only one meal of the 6OO-plus served on this campus, it Freeman/lA. Why did all this happen? Because of another
was asked that the money we would have spent on dinner in fast which makes some people feel really good about doing
the dining halls be donated to raising funds for the less something for a worthy cause. The cause is worthwhile, no
fortunate. All of the sudden, half of thee amp us is in an uproar argument, but the way the action is carried out is both an
-"SE:.:..E_CA_MP:.:.....cU:.:..S:.:..FAST~:..:N.=ES=-- ...!.p~ag'::.e.:..:.IO SEE CAMPUS FASTINO page 6
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"No one here shakes things up"
To THE EDITOR:
For everyone who is subdued by
drugs or long bouts of soberness,
generalizations are lies, but they are
full of truth. They, the powers that
be, want it to be that way. Can we
honestly assume that we, the stu-
dent bpdy, are getting away with
anything? We are under their
thumbs. They know everything they
want to know, when they want to
know it. The nex t time you spark
that bowl or tap that stealth keg
remember Big Brother, or in our
case, Big Sister, but she doesn't
know everything. She doesn't need
to. They want us to be this way. Our
behavior keeps us unaware of the
real issues. Soma and sex. And for
the Blackstone people, the ones who
are truly clean, if you even exist,
they want you to be that way too,
sober. Li ving extreme narrows your
perception. Has anyone ever read
the Annual Report? 00 to the li-
brary; they keep them by the first
floor elevator. It's all in there; it all
adds up. That's what makes me
worry because it should never add
up. I'm paranoid, oh yes. Paranoia
doesn't mean that it isn't true. Think
of this. They know who your friends
are and about your habits. Copious
notes. Campus Safety walks every
square inch of tbis place. They're
not blind. We're blind, and that's
good for business. All I'm asking
for is something different. No one
here shakes things up. Broken
records, that's what we are, a big
collection of broken records. Even
this letter is one. It really doesn't
matter though, because I'm lying,
and they're lying too. I admit it;
none of this is real; it's all a lie. I'm
just tired of this arrogant attitude
that we all pUI on, myself included.
Yeah, they know, and we do it any-
way. but we're missing the real
issue here which is awareness. I
don't want people to change, only
tochangethe way they think. Some-
times I feel like we live in a bubble
with an entrance that says "Lasciate
Ogni Speranza, Voi Ch' Entrate."
But I love this place. Please chal-
lenge me, tell me I'm wrong.
Willis Taylor '00 .
Parking Committee dispels rumors
To THE EDITOR:
We are writing in response to the
numerous articles that have ap-
pearedrecently in The College Voice
regarding the Parking Appeals Com-
mittee. ~e are the members of the
Parking Appeals Committee, but
we choose to remain anonymous so
as not to hinder the confidentiality
of the committee. We wish to pro-
vide some accurate information
about the committee and bow it
works.
. The Parking Appeals Committee
is currently comprised of seven
people: two staff members, three
stndents, an RTC student; and a
Campus Safety unfairly controls appealsCampus Safety repre-
sentative. Only the staff
members and students
have votes in the appeal
process unless there is a
tie, tlien the Campus
Safety representative
will cast the tie-break-
ing vote. The commit-
tee-has more than suffi-
cient student representation. Con-
sidering that appeals come from all
members of the colle-gecom unity:
students, staff, faculty, alumni, pro-
specti ve students and even guests to
the campus, it makes sense for the
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committee to be comprised of more
than just students. The Parking
Appeals Committee is NOT a stu-
SEE PARKING
continued on page 8
Working for the City
To THE EDITOR:
For those of you who read our
column religiously, you may have
noticed that we seem likea bunch of
wusses in our second semester se-
nior year. The reason of ourse would
be the blatant censorship The Yoice
bas perpetrated upon our artful and'
levitating yet meandering prose. [f
this column doesn't seem funny it
ain't our fault. 00 knock down the
door to The Voice office and give
D.T. (not his real name) a good
spanking. Of course they have some
good legal basis for part of their
Orwellian policy.
On to more pressing issues. With
Floralia only a week away it issurely
possible that The Yoice staffand us
will lose our petty differences in the
baze of booze and bad music that is
soon to cover the library amphithe-
ater. On the heels of John Cafferty
comes even more obscure and au-
rally painful music to numb your
mind into submission. Regardless
of the tunes, we know you'll enjoy
the show (acid induced or other-·
wise). Butto help the Floralia Rec-
ommendations Committee with
planning next years event, we came
up with a few suggestions of our
own wh.ich we hope they will take
into consideration.
I. The Presidential tom: Join
host Claire Oaudiani as she takes
you on a wh.irlwind tour of the par-
tially renovated 'plex and other
physical plant "improvements" in-
cluding but uot limited to the new
entrance, Synergy, and our very
own cinder block skyline. Hold- on
to your semi - erect, there's more.
After a sbort discussion on the art of
maintaining stability in a collegiate
atmosphere entitled, "Campus
SEE WORKING
continued 011 poge 7
NESCAC Presidents vote to continue post
season play, draft new mission statement
To THE EDITOR:
The NESCAC presidents mel
yesterday and made an outstanding
set of decisions on the future of our
conference. The mission statement
and principles for NESCAC were
drafted on the Connecticut College
campus and sustained minor revi-
sions by the NESCAC presidents.
In addition the the new mission
staternent.. the presidents also de-
cided to hire a conference coordina-
I, -:
tor and' to move toward a more
complete NESCAC schedule in-
cluding NESCAC championships.
We also voted to pursue post-
season play in one venue, normally
NCAA except for certain sports
where other post-season champi-
onships are more appropriate. Those
will be recommended to the presi-
dents by the athletic directors.
[ am very proud of the work that
the students, faculty and staff at
Connecticut Col lege did during this
past year on these issues. The qual-
ity of our discussion on campus was
a credit to alJ of us and to our tradi-
tions.I am grateful to everyone who
participated in thesediscussions and
to the outstandi ng leadership of Ken
McBryde and Silas Bauer.
Claire L. Oaudiani '66
President
Coltrane's Freshman Experience
staff columnistBv COLMAN LONG
Welcome to tltis week's edition of the experience. Sorry for the gap
in correspondence, but rest assured it's well worth the wail. This round
I'm going to lake the opportunity to gel a little personal. No, I won't
carry on about the odious exploits of a certain arboreal professor even
though the welts from my regularly scheduled beatings with the switch
have yet to fade Rather.Iwisb to ~
consider some aspects of fresh-
man life in the "home stretch" as
pur lovely' dean is so fond of col u m n
alleging. So, yeah, the year's
completion is upon us. Besides not having Fleetlsank to mediate when
I dip into my parents' wallet, what exactly does that mean?
"Slow your roll there rookie. you 've got Floralia starring Jeru the
Damaga injust three weeks. What more could you askfor?" chimes an
"informed" senior.
Pardon me, but you. expect me to throwaway an entire weekend of
finals review to get really, realJy messed up and sweat some extra from
a Swarzenegger flick. I guess you could consider procuring Jeru
something of a coup. I mean, New London High bid some $250 and
promised him all the free cookies be could fit in his rasta hat. While I'm
on the subject of New London.I've been informed that Floralia is being
advertised to the community as an open affair. This is stupid on several
disgustingly obvious levels, but, most importantly, having this be a
campus event does count for something. This is what "bringing the
campus together" is all about. This is what alumni recall as fond
memories of " yesteryear." Seeing dollar signs anyone? Claire? I'm
thinking long term here.
On a differenl note, what really vexes me about tltis whole sordid
affair, is that my fellow freshman and I get the blame if it rains during
Floralia on a weekend a Friday a Saturday and
a Sunday. I don't know if you've noticed, your head may have been up
your ass, but it's not a weekend at Conn unless God is pissing on us.
We're his favoritestallin the coed-bathroom of Purgatory. All you can
hope for is that he bas better aim than the guys on my floor. What I do
know is that this freshman is nohody's scapegoat. When it rains,(you
know it's going to) you can all find me chilling in my common room
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IConn Review apologizes forerrors, calls for support
To THEEDITOR:
The Conn Review would like to apologize to Professors Brodkin and
Stock for printing a summary of Professor Stock's class under Professor
Brodkin's History 113. This.was a mistake that went unnoticed during
the layout process. As a relatively new publication, we bope that the
campus community understands that it will take time, perhaps years, to
build the Conn Review to a more complete student evaluation guide.
When the Conn Review began, we went to the professors looking for
their approval and participation. Our firstissue had the participation of
fewer than twenty instructors, and represented fewer. than twenty- five
courses. As that clearly did not work, and the professors were showing
no sign of changing their stance on the issue, we decided this time to
give the students the choice to participate or not. OU( intention being
that we would gain a larger representation of classes. This did happen,
but unfortunately, we received an average of about two evaluation' s per
course. For this publication to work to the best of its ability, we need a1J
of the students to fill out evaluations for each of their classes. This wilJ
SEE CONN REVIEW continued 011 page 7
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Campus Safety cable checks
promote distrust
Bv ERIC LoVECCHIO staff photographer
The other morning, ] awoke to a man in a black suit slinking around
my hallway. He was using what appeared to be a James Bond- tool,
placing it against the doors to
listen for a cbange of pitch in the
loud beeps that it was emitting.
He was in constant radio contact vie w poi n t
with Campus Safety, advising
them of the advancements. Iwas sure that something serious must have
been occurring.
[ later discovered that what I assumed to be a drug-bust or bomb-
search was, in reality, a routine cable-TV check. According to many
students, this is a common occurrence in the dorms. Evidently, it is
someone's job on campus to investigate leads on illegal cable television
SEE LoVECCHIO page 7
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Conn's Musicians in Residence, Charleston String Quartet,
delights audience at Dana Hall with tour de force performance
became more dark and melancholy. with quieter intensity. At the vety
The fewer, longer notes and lack of end, the second violin, viola. and
variation created a monotone, irri- .cello all played in sync, While
rating sound that hurt the ears, but Sherba's violin took off on its own
having the "last word" in. the dis~
course.
After a brief intermission, the
Quartet resumed with Scbubert, the
central conflict a contrast of major
and minor. Much like Beethoven,
this piece was full of bright energy
and vigor, beginning sweet and low,
and then quickly becoming force-
ful. Sberba's violin took control for
a while, and Harp's cello then lead
while the other three plucked at
their strings. Viola and violins then
suddenly burst forth as a cloud
would let loose a downpour, and the
piece culminated with a final move-
ment loaded with fierce, fervent
emotion led by the upbeat tempo of
the first violin, resolving the con-
tlict in major.
The Charleston String Quartet
accomplished what few small
groups are able to do: it kept the
audience awake. The sound that
was projected resembled that of a
full 'orchestra, and not of simply
four people. The audience could
feel the energy of the performers as
their bodies became one with their
instruments, keeping time with the
music.
- The Quartet is currently in a three-
year residency at Connecticut Col-
lege as part of the Arts Initiative,




The agenda for the evening of
April 17" in Dana Hall was conver-
sation, artfully provided by the
Charleston String Quartet. o, it
wasn't another opportunity to ful-
fill GenEd requirements. Rather, it
was an unspoken discourse between
the four participants.
Charles Sherba, first violinist and
Lois Finkel. second violinist, along
with Consuela Sherba on viola and
Daniel Harp on cello. lei their in-
strurnents do the talking in this
unique performance. The program
consisted of three four-movement
pieces: Quartet in F Major. Opus
135 by Beethoven, String Quartet
by Ruth Crawford Seeger, and
String Quartet in G Major by
Schubert.
Beethoven's Opus opened the
performance, as the first movement
began slow and mellow. It became
bright and sprightly, and then mel-
lowed out once again combining an
even pace with deep crescendi and
decrescendi. The mood set was play-
ful and energetic, and even when
the pace slowed and the music be-
came tranquil and peaceful, there
was still an airofhopeas the violins
remained at a high pitch. The men-
tal picture created was one of the
spring conflict of rain and shine.
The tranquil notes represented the
drizzle and fog so typical of spring
in New London, in contrast to the
vitality of the other notes which
brought enjoyment like those times
wben the sun breaks through the
clouds followed by a surge of life.
The second piece. by twentieth-
stormy, with a clearly audible dis-
course between the four instruments.
The viola and cello began, witb the
violins following in quick succes-
nearly soul mates. Everything gets
complicated when Nina finds out
that she is pregnant by her boy-
friend Vince ("Mad About You's"
Wendy Wasserstein's clever and
witty adaptation of Stephen
McCauley's novel keeps the per-
fect balance between laughter and
The Charleston String Quartet
century composer Ruth Crawford
Seeger, had a very different tone.
Unlike Beethoven's traditional
work, Seeger's was tense and
sian to form a response. The inte-
gration of pizzicato added to the
sense of opposition and confusion.
In the second movement, the tone
added to the sense of apprehension.
Finally, Charles Sherba's first vio-
lin took control, beginning with low,
deep notes, as the others responded
Affection surprises movie-goers with sincerity
BvJASONIHLE
associaite a&e editor
Ohject of My Affection
A straight girl rakes in a gay mall as
her roommate. When she learns she is
pregnant, she asks him /0 be the live-
ill-dad. Can this work without chang-
ing the old "rules?" A wirty script
and sincere performances provide for
rhe best romantic comedy so for this
year. 1:52.
With: Jennifer .Aniston, Paul Rudd,
Alan AIda, Nigel Hawthorne
Directed by: NicholasHymer*****One's first thoughts about a
movie centered around a girl who
falls in love with a gay man might
be, "Another bland romantic com-
edy." or "A trite revision of Chas-
ing Amy." Coming from a person
who hasn't seen a decent new movie
in about a month. The Object of My
Affection was a pleasant surprise.
The movie centers on ina (Jen-
nifer Amston), a social worker in
Brooklyn; and George(Paul Rudd),
a Ist grade teacher. They meet at a
cocktail party being held by Nina's
stepsister. George and Nina imme-
diately form a bond by laughing at
the rest of the guests who engage in
name dropping as if it were a com-
petition. In a somewhat unbeliev-
ably fast pace, Nina invites George
to be her new roommate, and they
very quickly discover that they are
Jennifer Alliston and Paul Rudd are the affectionate best friends in
Object of My Affection.
Jobn Pankow). Sbe asks George to
be the live-in dad as opposed to
Vince. This is when the true grit of
the movie comes out: the explora-
tion into relationships. Can it sur-
vive without sex? Is a wonderful
friendship enough to make it last?
Director Nicholas Hytner (The
Madness of King G,eorge and The
Crucibles has established himself a
master at placing stage plays on the
screen. He does a wonderful job of
presenting the characters to us.
sentiment. While their relationship
develops too quickly, it's made up
for elsewhere. One thing I can't get
my head around is why Nina ever
made it past the second date with
Vince, an insufferable ass who puts
everyone down. He's not that bad
but-he's not-all that greateither_It·~
ob,:,ious the only reason he doesn't
mind George being Nina's room-
mate is because he'sgay.lfnothjng
else, this film is a milestone in its
portrayal gay relationships. It does
so better than most films portray
heterosexual relationships.
George's breakup with his lover
(Tim Daly) in the beginning of the
film is done without stereotype as is
his development of a relationship
with a young actor. Both. are done
with a subtlety and finesse rarely
seen in movies.
Paul Rudd also must be com- .
mended for playing George with-
out stereotyping the character.
Amston proves once and for aJ Ishe
can move beyond television. She is
her perky self at times, but she man-
ages to get the broader range of
emotions of the character perfected.
They each have created characters
that we' can care about. Also no-
table are performances by Alan Aida
as Nina's stepbrother-in-law and
Nigel Hawthorne as an older the-
atercritic who loses his young lover:
to George. Hawthorne delivers a
poignant monologue which applies
to both himself and Nina, "I don't
think one should be' too hard on
oneself if the object of one's affec-
tion returns the favor with less en-
thusiasm than might have hoped."
Although the ending is rife with
drippy sentimentality, it is does sup-
ply us with a believable conclusion.
II wraps everything up and doesn' t
let you leave the theater feeling like







123 Cross Road, Waterford, 442-6800
The Big Hit - 12:30: 2:45, 4:55, 7:10,
9:40 p.m.
Tarzan and the Lost City - 11:45 a.m.,
2:20,
4:30,7:00, 9:30 p.m.
Major League 3 - 6:55 p.m.
Object or My Affection - 12:45,3:30,7:30,
10:00 p.m.
Paulie - 12:00,2:10,4:20,6:30,8:40 p.m.
City of Angels - 1:10,3:40,7:20,9:55 p.m.
The Odd Couple 2 _ II :30 a.m .. 2:00, 4: IS,
6:35,9:00 p.m.
Lost in Space _ 12:15. 3:15, 6:40,9:20 p.m.
Mercury Rising - 9: 15 p.m.
Barney's Great Adventure - 11:05 e.rn.
[:00,3:05,5:00 p.m.
Titanic - 11:15 a.m .• 3:00, 8:00 p.m.
HOYTS GROTON 6
Rte. 1, Groton, 445·7469
early shows Saturday and Sunday only
Tarzan and the lost City - 4:20, 6:40.
9:00 p.m.:
Early 12:00,2:10 p.m.
The Big Hit - 5:00, 7: 10.'9:30 p.m.:
Early 12:30, 2:40 p.m.
Scream 2 - 3:40. 7:00, 9:40 p.m.
Major League 3 - 4:50 p.m.
Species II - 12: 10 p.m. .
The Players Club - 7:20. 9:50 p.rn.:
Early 2:20 p.m.
Lost in Space - 3:20. 6:50, 9:35 p.m.;
Early 12:20 p.m.
Titanic- 3:30. 7:30 p.m.: Early 11:30 a.m.
The Borrowers - 11:45 a.m., [:30 p.m.
'I!'OYTS MYSTIC 3 -
Rte~ 27, Mystic, 536-4227
Object of My Affection
(Fri) 4:30, 7:20, 9:50 p.m.
(Sat/Sun) 1:30, 4:30, 7:20, 9:50 p.m.
(Mon-Thur) 4:45,7:10,9:25 p.m.
The Odd Couple Z
(Fri) 5:00, 7:10, 9:30p.m.
(Sat) 1:00,3:00,5:00,7:10,9:30 p.m.
(Sun) 1:00,3:00,9:30 p.m.
(Mon-Thur) 5:00. 7:20, 9:15 p.m.
City orAngels (Fri) 4:15,7:00.9:40 p.m.
(Sat/Sun) 1:15;, 4:15.7:00, 9:40p.m.
(Mon-Thur) 4:30, 7:00, 9:20 p.m.
=--
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Williams StreetMix and ConnArtists lead off
week of singing on campus
-,
The Wi!liams Street Mix and The ConnArtists (above) mix it up last week during an unofficial a capella blitz. In addition to the a capella
groups perfomances, The Fiue College Consortium's Instrumentally Challenged and Conn's own Chamber Choir took the stage.
ConnArtists & Chamber Choir fill Harkness Chapel with song
close with. Both pieces were up-
beat.joyous and evoked feelingsof
springtime. The sopranos shone on
Schutz'S "Cantate Domino," filling
this solemn hymn with their angelic
voices. The most disappointing
piece of the evening was Haydn's
"The Heavens are Telling." The
soloists on this piece soprano Anna
Livingston '98, tenor Aaron
Gucklan '98, and bass Peter Wetzel
'0 \ were fine, but they weren' tfabu-
lous. The choir, as well as the solo-
ists,picked it up toward theend, but
tbat wasn't enough.
Both shows were a fine
evening's worth of entertainment.
The Chamber Choir's performance
was probably the more consistent
of the two. but the ConnArtists put
on a good show. Each group over-
came Lherough spots in their pro-
gram and managed to shine at the
right times.
the group's proclaimed "anthem"
"Beautiful People." Jason Ihle '00
provided comic relief with a hu-
morous doo-wop style song about
the pains of breaking up.
The Chamber Choir performed
an evening of musical pairs. For a
twist, the pieces were not performed
as pairs, as it was felt that would be
too boring. With a little help from
audience volunteers, a numbered
wheel was spun to select. the order
of the pieces.
The Chamber Choir gave an ell-
around solid performance. The most
moving piece of the evening. was
"Ave verurn corpus" by Elgar. The
solo by soprano Alyssa Yeager '01
was beautiful. The pair of
"L'Innarnoraro" by Gastoldi and
"Sing We and Chant lt" by Morley
was the most fun. "Sing We and
Chant It" was an excellent piece to
tween Jessica Dietz '00 and Laura
Williams 198 was impressive set-
ting a standard that their next song,
a new one, "Head Over Heels,"
unfortunately did not measure up.
Hopefully, this number will evolve
over time into one of the
ConnArLists' stronger numbers be-
cause it's currently worthy of being
dropped entirely. The lead vocals
by Alfred Goodrich '98 were weak
at times, and the song, overall, was
painful to get through. The group's
set as a whole was Solid with ...,.few
rough spots. Another new song,
"Brick," suffered from problems as
Ryan Bull '00 had trouble, at times,
making himselfheard overthe back-
ing vocals. Numbers such as "Re-
turn to Innocence" and "Posses-
sion," were true gems, particularly
noteworthy were the vocals of Dietz
and Myers. Goodrich, as weU, re-
deemed himself with his vocaJs on
Bv CHRIS MOJE opened with an interesting African
piece. Overall, the group was at its
best as one cohesi ve uni t harmoniz-
ing together. The backing vocals of
"The Longest Time," although
simple, were strong, and the group's
harmonizing on ''The Java Jive"
really showed them at their best.
The lead vocals were basically hit
and miss. Some of the soloists lacked
power and emotion and occasion-
ally struggled to hit the high notes.
This is not to say that some of the
lead vocals weren't impressive.
Overall, though, they were nothing
special nor was this group.
The ConnArtists returned to the
stage with The Cranberries'
"Dreams." This song has been a
. mainstay of their recent perfor-
rnances, and it's gotten stronger with
each performance. The backing
vocals evoked a sense of strength
and unity, and the lead duet be-
associate a&e editor
This past weekend, the
ConrtArtists and the Connecticut
College Chamber Choir performed
their spring concerts in Harkness
Chapel. Although they are rather
different in musical sty les,each gave
a solid performance. Not without
flaws, the concerts were nonethe-
less worthwhile listening. The
ConuArtists' guests for the evening
were Instrumentally Challenged,
with singers from U. Mass, Smith,
and Hampshire.
TheConnArtists opened the show
with Simon and Garfunkel's "59th
St. Bridge Song (Feelin' Groovy)."
Although a catchy song, the lead
vocals were occasionally weak, and
the harmony sounded a bit sour at
times.
Instrumentally Challenged then
Poet Laureate of Rhode Island reads work at Mystic Arts Cafe
etry never wavers once it hits its
pitcb and consistently resonates with
authority. For those interested in
reacting Wright's work, her collec-
tions include "String Light:' "Trans-
lation of the Gospels Back Into
Tongues," "Tremble," and "Further
Adventures With You."
The next event at the Mystic Arts
Cafe, and the final one for the sea-
son, will bea reading by poet Rennie
McQuilkin and will also feature
readings by the recipients of the
poet laureate 'scholarships for high
school students. It will take place
on May 15.
confronting it on the page and natu-
rally demands a more instinctual
than intellectual grasp, andWright's
poetry expands on this demand. She
always seems one step ahead of her
listeners, but the unique power of
her words makes one eager to catch
up.
There is nothing tentative about
Wright's poetry. Instead, there is a
definite last word quality about it.
Her poetry is unsentimental, even
as it celebrates and explores the
southern landscapes obviously close
to her heart, and while the rhythms
are soothing, the individual images
and insights are startling. Her po-
Morrison, Steve Tavares, and Con-
necticut College's own Poet-in-
Residence Charles Hartman, took
the stage for an interlude of jazz, a
. musical form that easily goes band-
in-hand with poetry.
CD. Wright's reading was next,
and her direct approach was evident
from the start as she plunged into
her work without introduction.
Wright read solely from a book-
length poem entitled Just Whistle
onwhich she collaborated with pho-
tographer Deborah Luster, allow-
ing total immersion of her audience
in the words and themes of that one
selection. Wright's poetry is com-
manding, though difficult to absorb
on first listening.
Emphasized by her southern ac-
cent and straight-forward reading
styIe,Wright's poetry is acurrent of
sound thatsweeps the listener along
with itdemandi.ngasurrenderoflbe
pesky gremlin in every listener that
wants total control and understand-
ing of the material. Hearing poetry
read aloud, regardless of the poet, is
an entirely different experience than
galleries beyond the main room in-
vite browsing. The evening started
out with poet Scott Deshefy, the
"local voice." With its environmen-
tally conscious message, Deshefy's
poetry was noble in intent and at-
tentive to the details of the natural
world. Unfortunately, the work it-
self, with the exception of a few
Bv KATIE UMANS
staff writer
On April 17, the Arts Cafe in
Mystic hosted the distinguished
C.D. Wright, poet laureate of Rhode
Island, who has published seven
books of poetry. The Arts Cafe is an
ideal setting for readings. It is able
Wright read solely from a book-lengthpoem entitled Just Whistle on which
she collaborated with photographer Deborah
Luster, allowing total immersion of her audi-
ence in the words and themes of that one
selection. Wright's poetry is commanding,
though difficult to absorb on first listening,
We're On Campus
to Get You DH Campusnoteworthy Lines,was'rnostly triteand pushy. Deshefy's reading was
easily forgotten as the featured band,
composed of Kit Johnson, Bill
to accommodate a large audience
without sacrificing its intimate at-
mosphere. The cafe also boasts an
assortment of artwork, and several
College Center 01Crozier Williams' Connecticut Conege
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The Waves sweeps powerfully through Palmer
Pearl Jam Yields rewards while Pulp and The Artist offer up songs
of experience with This is Hardcore and Crystal Ball
By SHANA GROB
staff writer
Palmer 202 i probably one of
the most cramped and inconve-
Diem places in wbicb to hold a
performance. The room offers
tittle space for props and is so
remote a location mat audiences
might have been detered. Never-
theless, The WQ\lesdireclOr Erica
Engstrom '98 overcame these and
other obstacles to produce a show
that wa a brilliant success.
Engstrom proved herself to be a
master of innovation, using ev-
ery one of her resources to the
fullest, Not only did she bring
beauty to a room devoid of even
the slightest bit of style, but she
By SAM FOREMAN
music critic
After listening to "Help the
Aged" from Pulp'soewdisc, This is
Hardcore, I haven't been able to
think about my mother in the same
way. "Help the aged, they were just
like you," frontman Jarvis Cocker
sings, "drinking, smoking cigs and
snitfing glue." My mother did go to
R1SD in the mid 60's. Ieea; that's a
fnghcening thought.
The rest of the album is fuU of
startling realizations and rumina-
tions like that. "The Fear" coofronts
loneliness head on, "This is
Hardcore" removes all the romance
from love, and'vGtory Days" re-
members wild, hazy days long since
past. Cocker aod compaoy offer up
a batch of disturbiog and haunting
songs of experience, covering ag-
ing, loneliness, death and the
wretched excess of life. The songs
are so brutally hooest and yet musi-
cally seductive that as a listener,
you just don't want to tum them off.
The music on This is Hardcore
draws inspiration heavily from the
current Brit-pop scene, David
Bowie's laid-back folkie glarn, and
the sweeping, over-the-top soul
records of the 60's and 70's. Al-
alsoadapted oneofVirginia Woolf's
most complex novels into a rich and
understandable productioo.
Of course, credit cannol be given
toEogstromalooe. The Waves drew
a great deal of strength from the
outstanding group of actors involved
io the productioo. Indeed, a better
ensemble could nOI have been se-
leered to play the roles of the three
male and three female characters of
the novel. The cast was so in tune
with the characters they were por-
traying that they breathed life into
every role; there was no gap be-
tween them and their respecri ve
characters.lt would be impossible
to cal Lany of the performances bet-
ter tban the rest since they all stood
at ao equaUy praiseworthy level.
though it reads like a mixed bag, it
sounds fantastic. Cocker's deep, sul-
try, Bowie-esque voice effortlessly
glides over the lush, cinematic pop
melodies of the reverent "Seduc-
tive Barry" and the title track. Pulp
can rock out, too, like on the pulsing
"Tm aMan" and the sarcastic "Party
Hard." Peosive or propulsive, PuLp
****~
fires 00 all cytinders.
What's most unfortunate about
This is Hardcore is that nobody's
goiog 10hear this alhum because it
lacks a real catchy single. I can't
imagine a fine soog like "Help the
Aged" banling the latest piece of
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However, some of the more mov-
ing moments came from Eric Long
and Alyson Day. Long's portrayal
oftbedeeply emotional Neville gave
rise (Q the strongest tragic and comic
moments of the production. What
was amazing about these were that
they emerged from Neville's unre-
quited love for Percival, a young
man who is only present in mono-
logues. Just as emotive was Day's
portrayal of Rhoda, a fragile and
insecure girl who lives in her fanta-
sies of being an empress and a leader
of a fleet of ships. Hom the child
who dejectedly states, "I have no
face," to the woman who fades qui-
SEE WAVES
continued on page 9
play. It's a risky album to make
because of its bluntness, which is
precisely why it deserves a listen.
Aoother alhum that's beeo get-
ting short sheeted by music buyers
is Pearl Jam's new disc, Yield, I
know it's been almost two months
since it was released, but it's reaJly
too damn good to not make remarks
about. Many fans I know felt that
Pearl Jam had lost its relevance
with the introspective and musi-
cally adventurous No Code last year,
but Yield should redeem the band in
their eyes.
Not only has Eddie Vedder re-
turned to writing anthems about rage
aod angst, but the band has also
embraced a musical sound akin to a
hybrid of Vs. style funk-rock and
the inventive sound of their last
album. The combination works
wooders. "Brain of J" and "MFC"
are propulsive rockers cut from the
old Pearl Jam mold, and "In Hid-
ing" mines the same musical and
lyric territory that "Leash" did, The
buildiog, tense rocker "No Way"
and the quirky "All Those Yester-
days" recall the tighter souod of No
Code. The best songs on Yieid stray
from classic PI maneuvers, how-
ever. "Wishlist' is an honest, pretty









raucous,loud, ponked-up stomp that
just cleans house. Yield rocks, so
don'-t pass it by.
The most talented musician
working io the world today has to
be Prince. Er, The Artist Formerly
Knowo As Prince. Er, The Artist.
Whatever. Make fun ofbis name all
you want, but acknowledge the fact
that the man is a talent.
the cut on his past two decades of '
albums. The set delivers what it
promised-a peek into the creative
geoius of The Artist Formerly
Known As Normal.
The first three discs ioclude
some great tunes that represent al-
most every stage of his career.
There's pop- rock like "Good Love"
and "Crucial" from the 80' sand
funky hip-hop rock like "Hide the
Bone," "Interactive" and the inven-
tive ten-minute title track that recall
recent albums like "The Gold Ex-
perience." There's also total sur-
prises, like the fantastic, straight on
blues guitar jam "The Ride," On a
set this expansive, there's bound to
be some filler, here including some
remixes and pieces like "Cloreen
Bacon Skin,' which is literally The
Artist ooodling arouod in his stu-
dio. The highs more than compeo-
sate for the lows, though.
, The fourth disc, a boous acous-
tic disc titled "The Truth" is what
makes this set a keeper. It's just-
him, his acoustic guitar and some
great bluestuoes, like "Welcome 2
the Dawn" and "Don';t Play Me,"
This four disc set is the ultimate
treat for.Prince fans and it makes
me want to hear what else is just
lying around bis vaults.
*****
He makes teoder ballads and
rock anthems as easily as he makes
bip-hop and James Browo funk,
and he plays just about every instru-
ment like an expert. Guessing I'm a
fan? You're right. That's why I was
so excited about Crystal Ball, a four
disc set of oft-hootlegged classics
from bis arcbives that didn't make
CAMPUS FAST I NO
inconvenience to most of the stu-
dents and is counterproductive.
The only way it will be effective
is if everyone actually fasts for the
night. But very few.If any, do that.
There were about ten people eating
Cbinese io Larrabee living room, at
least forty people at the Oasis, and
multiple Domino's deliveries.
Clearly, people are eating. There-
fore, the amount of food coosumed
is about equal to the amount that
would be consumed without the so
called fast. Granted, the money that
thedining halls save is then donated
to charity, but isn't the inherent
purpose of a fast not to eat at all as
a way of protest or sacrifice? We,
on this campus, engage in neither
protest nor sacrifice through OUI
continued from page 2
'fast.'
Another problem that comes with
this fast is that each student loses
his/her money for that meal and
some, but we should have the choice
of how much of our money goes to
charity. Too often, the assumption
is made at Conn that everyone has
extra money to throw around. That
IS not the case. Some people can't
afford to eat out even 'once a semes-
ter. So, the argument goes that
those people have the option of eat-
ing io Freeman/JA. Why should
one be limited to begin with?
Perhaps a better solution would
be to collect donations at the en-
trance to the dining halls rather than
force everyone into making dona-
lions, which is essentially what oc-
curs. This is an issue on campus that
no one ever addresses .. everyone
just accepts it, then deals with it.
Perhaps a bettersolution would
be to collect dona-
tions at the entrance
to the dining halls.
then pays extra money to buy off
campus food. Does that sound
c~eap, penny pinching and incon,
siderate of the needy? Perhaps to




13th annual Spring Clean Up Day succeeds again
By ADAM HALTERMAN
- staff writer
OnSaturday, April 18th, students,
staff, and faculty of Connecticut
Collegejoined the residents of New
London's Wintbrop High Rise
projects for the 13th annual Spring
Clean Up. Twenty to thirty people
from Conn arrived at eleven for a
day of work, fun, and community
spirit. This project is run through
OVCS and organized by Winthrop
Interns Patrick Welch '99, Jamala
Stoute '99, and Needasabrina
Russell '99.
The day began with an bourand a
half of cleaning up. Volunteers
raked, swept, spread wood chips,
and made the place look good.
Thougb resident turnout was a little
lower than usual, there were still
plenty of people to get the work
done. "Itsreally great," says Welcb,
"All the children always come out
. to belp."
When the work was througbb,
veryone relaxed at a big cookout.
Much of the food was supplied by
donations from Pepsi, Coke, Stop
and Shop, and various New London
businesses. AU left-overs were
given to the residents of Winthrop
High Rise.
After lunch, there were games
and activities for the kids such as
double dutch, face painting, and a
balloon toss. CbiJdren's books, pur-
chased byoves, were also distrib-
uted to every kid.
The Spring Clean Up is the cul-
mination of a week of events, in-
cluding the penny wars set up in
Cro and the campus fast, which
raise money and awareness about
hornelessness and hunger. The fast,
which is traditionally the Thursday
before the Clean Up, usually raises
between$2,OOOand $3,000 for com-
munity organizations.
Though run by OVCS and orga-
nized by the Winthrop interns,
Welch explains that the Spring
Clean Upwas really a collaborative
effort. "Mary Zawieski, Director of
Dining Services, helped coordinate
Congress' main focus should be doing anything
By ABE GEORGE
news columnist
Last Tuesday, April 21st, Con-
gress returned from it's teek- long
Easter break. Repuhlicans and
Democrats alike articulated their
goals for the upcoming weeks.
Clinton and the Congressional
Democrats, led by Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle of South Da-
kota,expressed their hope that Con-
gress would look into education,
campaign finance reform, social
security, the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice, and tobacco legislation. Newt
Gingrich led the Repuhlican rally,
addressing the issues of teen drug
use and tobacco legislation among
others.
.Mucb of what was beard on
Tuesday from both parties was
merely empty rhetoric. The biggest
problem facing Congress today is
not tobacco legislation, nor is it
campaign finance reform, nor any
other specific piece of legislation.
Congress' main focus right now
sbould be on doing something, any-
thing. During this session., Con-
CONN REVIEW
gress has managed to pass legisla-
tion that has named Washington
National Airport after Ronald
Reagan, named two federal build-
ings and two post offices, and noth-
ing else. Congress has passed no
other laws. Republicans, who con-
trol what bills come to the floor for
debate, have successfully tabled aJJ
other legislation. They believe that
column
the American people are satisfied
with the';oo Congress is doing, and
they seem to be right. A CNN poll
showed that over 59% ofthe public
approved of the work that the Re-
publican- led Congress had pro-
duced. They are not correct, how-
ever, hecause what the poll failed to
show was what percentage of the
American people knew that in it's
last session Congress passed a mere
five pieces of legislation. Accord-
ing to Gingrich, America has no
problems: America has many prob-
lems; the need for tobacco legisla-
tion, campaign finance reform, and
the elimination of poverty, are just
a few.
On Tuesday evening, Republi-
can John Boebner said that the
American people want less govern-
ment. He also believes that they
want Washington to spend less
money. Yet, Boehner and his co-
borts are being paid their full salary
despite the fact that this year they
will work for a mere eighty-nine
days. Eighty- nine days .. Here at
Conn we have seventy class days in
one semester, and we don 'teven get
paid. Congress must go to work.
Americans who want less gOY-
ernrnent cannot possibly believe 111at
congressmen should be paid a full
salary for eighty-nine days ofwork .
And Americans who see the prob-
lems inherent in this society obvi-
ously want Congress to make a
greater commitment to curing
society's ills, Either way it is dear
that the manner in which the Re-
publicans arerunning Congress now
is unacceptable. They cannot have
their cake and eat it too.
continued from page 3
give the students a useful guide for
choosing their courses each semes-
ter.
Many concerns have been raised
regarding the need on campus for a
guide with so little information, and
why we would include summaries
of one or two responses. Our rea-
son, and our bope, for puhlishing is
that people will see what our publi-
cation is about. Then, as time goes
hy, more students will return evalu-
ations. Eventually, we hope to reach
LOVECCHIO
our realistic goal of at least fifty
percent return on all classes. One
specific complaint we've heard is
that on such a small campus, word
of mouth should be good enough.
In our opinion, word of mouth in-
formation is no more statistically
accurate than wbat we published.
When a student wants to know about
a specific course or professor, hel
she may talk to two or three stu-
dents. Tbat is basically what we
printed this semester. Once again,
we hope that the participation will
grow with time.
We ask the student body to please
fill out and return evaluation forms
as soon as possible. The forms for
this semester's classes will be in the
in your P.O. boxes over the next
two weeks. We need the student's
help to make the Conn Review as
complete as it can be.
The Editorial Board of the Conn
Review
continued from page 3
book-ups indormrooms. The school
also seems to have invested in a
special tool that searches for these
cables.
I find it humorous that at a col-
lege, Where there are actually seri-
ous problems such as illegal drugs
warranting investigation, the admin-
istration wastes its valuable time
and resources on such a non-issue."
It is one- thing to disconnect all"
dorm rooms from cable access, how-
ever unfair and irrational that may
be, but it is taking the issue entirely
too far when the school practically
has its own SWAT team to find and
bust the students who "illegally"
install cable in their rooms.
It would make more sense to
simply disconnect the illegally in-
stalled cables and dispose of the
matter rather than scouring each
individual dorm room to determine
exactly which students hooked it
up, and then sending them to J-
Board. This time wasted on such a
non-issue should be cbanneled into
more important violations of the
"Honor Code."
Eric LoVecchio
buying food for the cookout and
supplied tbe water jugs for the penny
wars. Jim Luce of Physical Plant let
us use all the rakes, brooms, and
shovels we needed. Jay Golub was
helpful in getting SGA members to
come. Oliver Wesson worked on
our posters. Needa Russell made
the fliers for the fast. We really bad
a lot of help."
It was the job of the Winthrop
Interns to coordinate these re-
sources, contact businesses for do-
nations, and recruiting volunteers.
"That was the hardest part," says
Welch. "Trying to get people to go
out on a Saturday morning."
All-in-all, Welch is very happy
with the results of this year's Spring
Clean Up, but he has some ideas for
changes next year. "I want to further
develop the theme of hunger and
bomelessness," he explains. "Not
everyone knows that the penny drive,
fast, and clean up are related."
Junior Katy Zaren .. who volun-
teered her time last Saturday, is very
enthusiastic abouttbeproject butfeels
rnore people should get involved.
"Its always good to remember the
rest of New London," Zorena says.
"We are kind of isolated here on the
campus and people need to go out of
their way to step beyond the campus
gates. This program is a great way to
do that"
WORKING continued from page 3
Safety, my own little KGB", Gaudiani and Dean Ferrari will join the
voice staff in a dessert and dialogue of how to stifle free speech in an
academic community. <The Voice edited this section.>
2. The "lJusttook a dip in a pool of acid" Student- Faculty Barbecue:
Come on down to this Floralia fun fest where you can join Economics
professors Peppard and Jensen as they discuss what "trickle down"
economics mean to them.
3. The "Sun Dial Home Run Derby": Join 66', Dean Zimmer, and
a host of other Conn celebrities in a demonstration of how the theory of
turning back time can be put into practce.
4. The "Illicit drugs Scavenger Hunt": At this abbey housesponsered
event psychodelicclues will lead you to all the nitrous, ecstacy, and acid
that are sure to content the brain for the duration ofFloraUa. The winner
who can demonstate the use of an of his or her finding will recieve an
all expence paid trip.
Next issue. We realized that every year we get screwed on bands
due to the mismanagement of college funds. Yes, it is mismanagement.
What would you call S.G.A. slapping down $300.000 on era renova-
tions to put a dance tIoor in the Cro:s Nest when we can't even get good
cable t.v. and decent drugs in the infirmary. (lfyou ask them for ritilin,
it will come) An inside source informed us that SAC received an
unprecedented amount of funds this year for Floralia bands. While we
can't expect big names like John Cafferty.
Every year, we are a bit skeptical about Sister Souljah and schmoe.
According to Paisan, Jeru the Darnaja "drops mad science:' but we
realize it wi 11 take more than one verbally smooth dirty rotten scoundrel
to get you through the day.
If our FJoralia experiences bave taught us anything, we know that
we're bound to run into some bad bands and some really bad bands. No
worries though, an education in the liberal arts have taught us Conn
students to improvise. So, when Cacophony takes the stage, try one of
the following tactics: I) Fight with a Coastie. This annual event is fun
for everyone and nothing gets the juices flowing like an all-out brawl
with our friendly neighbors in uniform. 2) Take a whippet hit. You'd
be surprised how little you care wbo' s on stage when you've got nitrous
pumping througb your skull. 3) Pass out. This Conn favorite will leave •
you a bit disoriented, but don't worry, there's still 112hour left till the
dance ends! Someday, we won't need any of these tactics thanks to
great musical acts, so we came up with a few ideas for 00 the next go-
round.
I. Ozzy Ozbourne. Rumor bas it Iris bat-biting days are not over.
A class act througb and through, you'll be mesmerized when the freaks
rusb the stage to get a touch of the black clad makeup man.
2. Milli. This artist claimed to be the heart and soul and talent of
his former group and goddarnmit, we believe him! You're probably
asking, why don't we just throw Vanilli up there; after all, the music
will sound the same.
3. Prodigy: It won't take any time between sets because they don't
play any instruments. And now that the new Harris doesn't bave a
smoking section, all of our Eurotrasb will finally have something to
smile about. Weather permitting, this FJoralia sbould be quite a
good time. It would be a blast even if the headline act was a laser show
presented by the reincarnation of Hellen Keller. So as the year comes
to a close, we offer the solemn words of Homer J. Simpson: "You tried
and you failed miserably, the lesson is: never try. In contests such as
these.it is notwbether you win or lose, it is how drunk you get." Words
from a man who loves his job, working for the city.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY FRANCES NEAL!
CONGRATULATIONS & THANKS FOR 20 YEARS
OF SERVICE AT CONNECTICUT COLLEGE!
Love, your friends at The College Voice
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College-geared site animalhouse.com informs as well as embarrasses
By MITCHELL POLATIN
feature editor
A ...corporations auempt to gain
the attention of college students, it
appear- thaI lhe~ are unaware of
hoc, foolish the) are making them-
elv ev , a... \\ ell a ... their products,
look Eery other telev ision com-
mercial show ~ someone
snow boarding or jumping Out of an
airplane.with a product in hand. The
new caffeine-laced 1)ofl drink Surge
has some of the most ridiculous
commercials on television. It shows
a group of "alternatively" dressed
teens.leaping over several discarded
sofas in the middle of a street, to see
who can be the first to grab what
appears to be the last call of Surge
remaining in the world. This ex-
treme in your face advertising may
excite some, however it comes off
as extremely insulting (Q those who
take the time to think about what
they are watching. They actual be-
lieve mat ifviewers see some "cool"
kids tactically maneuvering their
away around discarded furniture,
they will then want 10 try their prod-
uct? The entire concept seems ri-
diculous, and it is,
A new web site has surfaced with
the intention of playing 10 the needs
of college students.
Anirnalhouse.com claims to be the
.. premier college site" on the net for
college students. Once you arrive at
the site. you are greeted by a small
mouse standing next to the outline
of a broken down "extreme" house.
The house is Jittered wim mimes of
tbe len main sites which
ammajhouse.com has to offer.
The mouse offers to give a tour of
the house. before you decide to reg-
PARKING
ister with the site. One of the first
sites listed is the "Attic." In the
Attic. there is a resume wizard which
can help students develop their re-
...urnes. as well as a search feature
for employers to locate job hungry
students who post their qualifica-
lion" at the site.
The next site is Lhe"Basement;'
\\ here the mouse immediately ex-
plains "It's one giant party-a-go-
go-deluxe in the basement." What?
Keep in mind this site is designed
for college age students. It seems
that themouse's ramblings are sup-
posed to excite students, but the
mouse certainly does nor help the
credibility of the site. In the base-
rneru (here is a wide variety of en-
tertainment related items. There are
movie and TV previews. as well as
information provided by 777-FfLM
and CBS sports line.
Once you arrive in the "Library,"
the mouse asks "where else wilJyou
find the best coffee house for
scamming babes on campus?"
Scamming?Themouse'scomments
continue to drag the respectability
of the site steadily downward. In
the library. students are able to
browse through "old tests and term
papers." Apparently, the mouse is
unaware of the Honor Code.
There are some good points to the
site, once you are able to get past the
embarrassing attempts to secure
your attention. The "Remedy" area
. provides medical information, as
well as crisis hot line numbers. On
the "Road Trip" page. there are
troveling ups, weezberforecnsrs and
a Ride Board for people to post
requests for rides. The classified
area. allows students to create their
own want ads. There are sections
continued [rom page 3
dent judicial organization, but
rather a campus-wide commit-
tee.
The purpose of lbe Parking
Appeals Committee is to con-
sider each appeal on an indi-
vidual basis. There are written
rules and regulations regarding
parking on this campus. They
.are handed out to every student
and available 10 all faculty and
staff. who register a vehicle on
this campus: Regulations for
Motor Vehicles al Connecticut
College. (copies are available
from lhe Campus Safety office
and the gatehousel. When some-
one appeals a ticket. they ex-
pect that the extenuating cir-
Cumstances of that particular
ticket will be discussed on an
individual basis. That is the
whole purpose of the commit-
tee.
Regarding a recent comment
that OUf decisions are "often
made purely on tbe wbims of
the commjttee or the persuasive-
ness of the strongest arguer" thi
is not lhe case at all. We do not
have set guidelines beyond the
printed regulations, because
each appeal needs to be taken
on an individual basis. Our de-
cisions are based on the facts
presented to us: the infraction,
the date and time of the infrac-
tion, the class year of students,
and whether or not the person is
staff, faculty, alumni. or guest
on campus. We are not given
information such as make and
model of the car Of the name or
personal information of the per-
son making the appeal.
We would like to offer any
member of the campus commu-
nity, if you have questions about
what we do or bow our commit-
tee is run, the opportunity to
drop us a note via the Campus
Safely office and we will be
happy to answer your questions.
Anyone interested in serving on
lhe Parking Appeals Commit-
tee in the future can contact the
Campus Safety office.




The Voice will print your message in the final
graduation issue for only 15 cents per word!
For more information call Amy at x2813, or
email ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
SHIPPING YOUR STUFF HOME




for buying. selling and swapping
items.
The "Comrnonz" is an area where
students can create their own web
page in a "cinch." One of the more
interesting areas is the "Eat me"
section. This section provides easy
recipes and ways to attain "food
you don't have to pay for." One of
the best aspects of the entire site is
located on this same page. Students
are able obtain a list of phone num-
bers offood delivery places in their
immediate area.
Ultimately. animalhouse.com
proves to be interesting. However,
it would be more accessible if they
recognized the intelligence of stu-
dents and spoke to them on an even
level. Instead of animalhouse.com
addressing students as adults, they
address students from the point of
view of adults trying to be like stu-
dents. Tbe futile attempts of
animalhouse.com struggling to be
"cool," obscures the features which
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WAVES continued from page 6
edy into death, Rhoda is a character
who made the audience feel her
pain.Credit goes to Day for making
Rhoda so real and so deserving of
the sympathy she evokes.
One must also recognize Sara
Barnett, who, with a great deal of
cbarm and wit, portrayed the na-
rure-Ioving borne-body Susan.
Fresh from her performance in Love
Leiters, Barneu is to be admired for
her versatility and ever-increasing
strength as an actress. Also not to be
forgotten for their fine work are
Susanne Curtin with her shining
portrayal of the vain Jinny, Eliza-
BLOOD DRIVE
beth Lee as the highly complex and
introspective Bernard (portraying a
man was a complex task in itself),
and Paul Reitano as the lovable and
humble Louis.
Comprised of mostly mono-
logues, The Waves involved little
dialogue orcornmunication between
the characters, a fact which made
the cast'sjob all the more difficult.
With no dialogue and nobody to
bounce their lines off of, the actors
found themselves on their own in
practicing memorization. The post-
performance discussion revealed
that the actors werenervous when it
did come time for them to interact
with the other actors on stage, espe-
cially during the cenes in which
tbey depicted children. There was
no need for them to wo,ry; how-
ever, interactioo (and lack thereof)
was yet another one of the obstacles
that Engstrom helped her cast to
overcome by making them play
various games during their prac-
tices. The effort put into The Waves
by all involved was apparent in the
sheer excellence of the production
and by the positive reactions re-
ceived from all audience members.
continued from page J
the universal donor, which is in
very low supply.
However, not all of the blood
will benefit CT, some of the blood
donated will also be sent to Nash-
ville, TN. With the recent torna-
does, the blood center was com-
pletely destroyed, and with many
injuries, there is an immediate need
forall tYpesof blood. One donating
student said that she had family
down south and was donating blood
to help those in need. _
Each student donates one pint of
blood. This single pint can be used
to save the lives of more than three
people. Each donation is separated
many ways, itean besplitintocom-
SGA
ponents and used ro provide packed
red blood cells for anemic patients.
It is used to make concentrated plate-
lets to control bleeding in leukemia
patients, plasma is pooled to make
den vati ves such as hemophiliac fac-
tors, and the cryoprecipitate is ad-
ministered to patients with bleed-
ing disorders.
The process of giving blood is
very simple. Each donor must an-
swer a set of questions about gen-
eral health, sexual experience, and
past sickness or genetic disease, At
this time, the person's temperature
and blood pressure is taken and
hemoglobin is teste~to insure the
blood is fit for use. Once this is
finished, the participant goes to the
donating table and begins the ten
minute process of donation. The
blood is split into different compo-
nents and put into test tubes to be
sent to the hospital. After the blood
is taken, donors are provided with
juice and snacks to replenish the
body. According to the Red Cross,
the body contains 10- 12 pints of-
blood and takes approximately 24
hours to regenerate the pintdonated.
Kate Evans '01, 'said HI don't
really like giving hlood, butI know
that whoever is getting the blood is
in a'lor more pain than Imight be."
continued from page J
working with the executive board
next year as President. "I want to
represent the entire student body,"
declares Never, "and expand SGA
beyond what its been." He appreci-
ates the action that SGA has taken
this year in making itself a user-
friendly body, under the presidency
of Jay Goluh '98. Next year, Never
will address the issues of J-Board
effectiveness, the definition of the
Honor Code, and the college's con-
flection to New London.
"I'm looking forward to working
with the administration," Never as-
serts, "hut we [as students] also
need to be firm in what we believe."
In order to influence the Connecti-
cut College administration, the fu-
ture president advocates an "in-
crease in activism, to show the cam-
puS..community and the administra-
tion that we really believe in what
we Want to happen."
In his campaign for SGA Vice-
President, Danny Liu emphasized
the necessity of understanding the
collegesorgan izational funding pro-
cess. "After serving a year on Fi-
nance Committee and as the Fi-
nance Officer for f-Board," Liu
states in his platform, "1have come
to realize that the process to get
money for an organization is not
Very clear or well known to the
general public."
As Vice-President, Liu plans to
help create a more active year on
campus by assisting groups in com-
prehending the funding method and
communicating it to their members.
Liu is "looking forward to the expe-
rience of working with the diverse
exec board," and attributes his vic-
tory to his i.nvolvement and rela-
tionships with numerous campus
clubs.
Future J-Board Chair Malt
Cipriano, also anticipates a good
experience. "It will be a big time
commitment," he admits, "butwe'Il
work well together."
Claire Brennan, carries the dis-
tinction of being the only returning
executive board member. She is
coovinced that the "98- '99 SGA
will be "pro-active, down to earth,
and approachable." As Cbair of
Academic Affairs, her job entails
serving as a liaison between the
administration and the students,
communicati ng academicconcerns
that arise within the college com-
munity.
Brennan's platform promotes an
orientation for Department Advi-
sory Board Chairs, funding for the
Advisory Boards, a re- evaluation
of the faculty evaluation process,
more student influence in tenure
decisions, and increased activities
involvingstudeotsandfaculty. This
year, she collaborated with the Asian
and Asian American Students As-
soeiation (CCASA) and the Minor-
ity Student Steering Committee
(MSSC)on a proposal which would
require spots left by vacant profes-
sors to be filled, to avoid student
academic problems.
As a freshman, Bachman Clem
will fill the seat of Student Activi-
ties Council with less experience
than the other members, but with no
less enthusiasm. "Bachman seems
really excited about the position,"
Brennan observes, "his speech was
detailed and he has a lot of ideas."
Sara Bums, will fill the Chair of
Residential Life. She "feels very
lucky to be working with such a
great group of people." "I th.ink
we'll get a great deal done judging
from everyone's goals and enthusi-
asm," she declared. In essence,
Burns' platform was that she would
bring no issues of her own to the
table; "I feel very strongly that the
position is to fulfill certain roles of .
service. but should not be a position
for me to fulfill my own agenda."
In the aftermath of elections, the
future SGA executive members
seem pleased witb their future board
companions and confident in their
ability to accomplish issues. When
turnover arrives May 7th, SGA will
be in competent bands.
Part-timeIFttll_time, Flepble
Lester Telemarketing, Inc. (LU), is a respected, national telemarketing company. We are recruiting
articulate individuals to make calls for fund raising, market research, magazme qualifications, lead
generation, etc, for hospitals, colleges, and major corporations. No "hard" selling or "cold" ca/Jing.
Competitive hourly wage and flexible schedules. '
To apply call 203488-5265 or apply at 19 Business Park Drive, Branford, CT 06405
FULLBRIGHT continued from page J
German politic, Myrth heads to Bonn, Germany, in mid-
September, with a full grant from the Fulbrigbt Program. For
ten months, she will study post-Cold War Germany, returning
in mid-July 1999.
"I'm looking at how German foreign policy bas changed
since the time of the reunification [of Germany] and tbe end of
the Cold War," explained Myrth, who is fluent in German.
Myrrh has, in fact, already done re earch in this area as a
study-abroad and ClSLA scholar. For her CISLA internship,
Myrth worked at an information center counseling German
citizens on how their lives have been affected by changes since
Germany joined the European Union. While interning, she
began researching tbe relationship between German and Euro-
pean Unification.
In her proposal, Myrth wrote, "Due to the short term ... of this
initial research project, I propose now to continue my research
in greater depth, in order to focus specifically on ...whether or
not the revolutionary events of 1989-90 ultimately advanced or
undermined the German cornrniunent to the European Union."
The Fulbright Fellowship will enable her to continue this
research, delving perhaps deeper into the subject. wit hour the
financial burden.
The grant which Myrth was awarded will pay her iransporta-
iion. research expenses, travel expenses while there, insurance,
and a sum each month on which to Jive. The Fulbright also
allows Myrrh more independence in her studies, as compared to
an undergraduate study-away program. When Myrth arrives in
Bonn, she will live with a family for one month to ease the
transition. Then, she is on her own and must find an apartment.
Through the program, Myrrh will be affiliated with the Uni-
versity of Bonn, and she will have access to federal archives as
well as other sources. "The city [Bonn]," she said, "offers a
plethora of research resources directly related to my project:
resources found in no other city in the world."
Myrth began the long application process for the grant last
fall. "It was a grueling process," she said. " Rewriting ... draft
after draft." In fact. Myrth's first proposal was on an entirely
different topic: German literature.. With the help of Deb
Saunders of the Office of Career Services, to whom much credit
is given, Myrth realized her error.
"The point of the Fulbright is to build on your area of
expertise," she said. Myrth bad wanted to study something
new, but Saunders recommended sbe change her proposal to
study German foreign policy, something she was already famil-
iar with. "She did talk me into it," said Myrth.
As part of the program, Myrth must provide progress reports
and a final report on her work, but the real idea, she says, "is
learning for learning's sake." ~
Myrth is among approximately 91 students nation-wide who
received Fulbright Full Grants to study in Germany in 1998/99.
She is one of three Conn students in the last two years· to receive
the prest.iglous award. .
Got a gripe? Letters to the editor are due 5:00 p.m.
on the Thursday before publication.
not
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COLTRANE continued from page 3
but leave the attitudes at the door.
My roommate is deadly and not shy
about who knows it. Two words for
you: Bruce Leroy. Read the book.
See the movie.
If I may be lightly pretentious
for a moment, I'm going to accord
some sociable advice. Floralia has
been built up all year as the plateau
of campus parties. It is Conn's
Freaknik, respectively. (Next year
fellas, without a doubt.) Here are
some things to consider for this
year's festivities:
Freshman: This is our first crack
at Floralia, We owe it to ourselves
to pull out all the stops. Screw pac-
ing yourselves Drink like sperm
CAMPUS FAST I YES
whales. ou deserve it. I know I do.
Upperclassmen: When you're
searching out that Floralia hookup,
give athoughtto us freshmen. We're
like mixed vegetables. We're good
for you. Even one at a time.
Peace and Love to Coltrane, Papi
and the Kids
continued from page 2
because we can't eat in our dining
halls. If any of you stopped for a
minute to think of the number of
times you have been out to eat or
complained yourself about the food,
maybe you would see it as thesrnall
price it was to pay to benefit any
number of families.
We don't have a meal plan which
we pay for separately, therefore you
are not losing any of your tuition
money. The meal plan is built into
tuition, but I don't think seven dol-
lars is thaI much of a dent. Not to
comment 00 the socioeconomic sta-
tus of anyone on this campus by
implying we all can afford it, that is
just nOIthe point. The point is what
may have been as an inconvience to
ROUNDUP
some was a beneficial gesture that I
believe should beextended to every
meal missed. Why not donate all
The true essenceof this plan was
to have students skip




that money too? We don't get it
back; the community doesn't get it,
so why not?
The true essence of this plan was
to have students actually skip ameal
and recognize what some people
experience everyday. Although I
believe most people ate anyway,
the fact that it couldn't be in the
dining hall of your choice should
not overlook what others stood to
gain .: So, whether you went out.
went to Freeman/lA, or really did
skip the meal altogether, this idea
should have our full support. We
talk about enhancing our relation-
ship with the town of New London;
we even open Connecticut College
downtown. Maybe we should be
taking more steps like this one to
actually back up what we preach.
continued from page 11
novice women's eight finished
fourth of four with Ithaca winning
easily over the rest of the field.
In the men's events, Conn's
varsity eight improved their record
to 4-5 for the season and finished
only 2.5 seconds behind a revital-
ized Holy Cross varsity. The Conn
men, even with Holy Cross at the 11
2 way mark, just couldn't find that
next higher gear to pull away from
Holy Cross, but they were able to
defeat Ithaca by 3.5 seconds. In the
men's junior varsity eight. COI)~
was a distant second coHoly Cross.
MEN'S LACROSSE
Tufts had no entries in either of the
men's varsity or junior varsity eight-
oared events. Next week, Conn
rowers travel to Worcester to face
Trinity and Wesleyan in the last
event before [he New England
Championships.
continued from page 12
Chris Bailey remained extremely
strong with a 19 save performance
that would have made even Jason
Muzzatti jealous.
With the Camels on a seven game.
winning streak they are flying up
the national ranking in numerous .
categories. Conn is beating teams
by an average of 8.20 goals per
game which is sixth best in the na-
tion. The two losses earlier in the
season were to currently ranked #4
Washington & Lee, and #11 ranked
Middlebury (inOvertirne), Bailey's
goals against average of? .66 iselev-
enth in the nation, and Ahplanalp is
14 in both assists per game and
points per game with 2.80 and 5.70
respectively. Conn (9-2) will next
face off against 25th ranked
Amherst(8-4) Thursday and then at
#15 Colby (9-2) on Saturday. The men's lacrosse team keep up their winning ways with victories




: Health Services is not open during the summer so:
I anyone needing to pick up supplies must do so by I
I I
I the following dates: I
I I
I Birth Control Pills May 1, 1998 I
I MedicaJ Records May 8, 1998 I
I Allergy Serum & Records May 8, 1998 I
I Pap Smear Appointments April 24, 1998 I
I IL ~
MEN'S TENNIS continued from page 12
The match swayed back and forth, with several changes in the lead,
but in the last stretch M.I.T. decisively pulled ahead and won. Since
Conn had already lost another match, 8- 4, the result of the last match
was Inconsequential. M.I.T. had come through the fog and managed to
snatch a victory away from the Camels. The contest was rife with
controversy. Many on Conn's team were greatly disappointed in what
they considered to be an egregious lack of sportsmanship on.M.l.T. 's
part. There was one incident in particular which involved Richard Bole
'00 and another M.I.T. player, Ben Cooke. There were several ques-
tionable calls, and both of them called in line judges, one from each
team.
One call in particular caused a confrontation to break out. Bole
called a ball in, then decided that it was out. Cooke protested, anditwas
up to the line judges to decide. Both judges hesitated at first, but the
M.I.T. judge became more assertive, changed his mind, and overruled
Bole. Then an M.LT. player from the sidelines made a disparaging
remark about Bole.
Dan Weinreich, Conn's line judge in the match, asked the player to
repeat the comment. In response, the M.I.T. player used an obscenity
to insult Weinreich. Dan then asked the M.l.T. head coach if he
approved of the conduct of his player. There was little response from
the coach, and the M.l.T. player was not rebuked. From that point,
tension continued to fester between both sides for the duration of the
day. Concerning the incident, Dan said that "Iguess M.I.T. forgot that
this is a gentleman's sport."
Although the call and dispute had little quantifiable impact on the
game, it certainly had a negative psychological impact on the team,
especially Bole, Bole also pointed out that "the dispute may have,
proved more distracting to my opponent or to Alex Nagler, who played
through the dispute on the next court."
Fortunately, the Camels were able to bounce back from this painful
setback and win in both their contests this weekend up in Maine,
winning 4-3 against Bates and 5~2 against Colby. The team has only
two games left in the regular season, at Trinity on Monday (Apr. 21) and
against CGA here on the following day.
They will have to do so without their star Hufnagel, who left on
Sunday to study law in Germany. When asked about his experience
playing with the Camels, he said that playing for the Camels was "a lot
offun." He was also sad that he was not going to have the chance to play
in Nationals, since he is one of the highest ranked players in the country.
Even without him, the prospects for the Camels still are very bright, no
matter what the weather in New London brings.
WOMEN'S LAX continued from page 12
with multiple scoring options. Welch leads the scoring thus far
(excluding Middlebury and Wesleyan games) with 18 goals and 10
assists for28, right behind her with 27 points comes Stancioff(18 goals,
9 assists), aud third is Doughty with 12.goals, 8 assists for 20 points.
The women have three games remaining in there season before post-
season selections are made. The travel to Tufts before finishing their
season on their home green Tuesday 28 vs. Babson and bring Wheaton
to our campus during Floralia celebration for-their home finale on the
2nd of May. Good Luck to the Camel squad!
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $375 weekly processing/
assembling Medical J.D. Cards at home.
Immediate openings, your local area. Experience
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SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR
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CAMEL SPORTS
,.
Women's tennis finishes season at 2-3 with final match against Colby
SEASON'S OVER: Women's Tennis finished with a fall and
spring record of 8-8. The Camels 'won at the 5 and 6 spots
with Katie Carpenter '99 taking her match 6-4, 6-2 and Rachel
Goodman '01 winning 6-1,6-3. Doubles team Irene Lord '00
andJenJanerich '01 wasalsosUccess'fuI8-1. Thematch '
marked the final contest for 28 year veteran coach Sheryl




cotuinued from page J
CAMEL
By JOE DRISCOLL AND ROB TRAVIESO
Spring is upon us. The flowers
are blooming, tbe birds are singing
and oh, yes, B-Ieague basketball
action is back. There are two divi-
sions in B-Ieague, both packed with
talent. . in activities other than
basketball. Right now marks the
mid- point of the season. Thus far
there have been many close games,
raised tempers, trash talking and
near all out brawls. Not scoring
causes frustration which manifests
itself in pushing and flying elbows.
Luckily, the keen-eyed referees let
nothing slide and keep the games
rather tame. And pigs also fly over
the court, and Harris food is deli-
cious. In all seriousness, B- league
is a great way to spend Monday and
Wednesday nights. But to tell tbe
truth, I really don't knoi", much of
what's been going on in -B-league,
so I hired a guest correspondent,
Rob Travieso to report on the action
from an insider's perspective.
"Yo wasup this is Robby Rob in
NESCAC
conference in the NCAA mean-
ing that only the conference
champion will advance to
NCAA post season competition.
There will be post season play
for every team in the confer-
ence in a conference playoffsys-
tern.
The new conference structure
will effectively eliminate the
ECAC as a post Season option
for NESCAC schools. Informa-
lion presented to one of the
NBSCAC committees workiua
o.n the issue indicated that th:
f1nancl'al' , .srtuanor, With the
intramural reporters
the place to be kid. l'mjustgonna
talk about some of the tearns in B-
league. First you've got the '86
Celts, this team is so cheap. They
was pushin me, tryin to get in my .
head. But I'm strong minded,
nornesayin. Some dudes are good
on th.is team, but some got DO game,
Sanchez. I'll run em like Magic ran
the Celts baby. Anotherteam is the
Mohegan Suns, they think they're
some type of gamblers. I just have
one thing to say to these gamblers,
in the words ofKenny Rogers. "You
gotta know when to bold em. Know
wben to fold em. Know when to
walk away and know when to run.'
Thats what I'm talkin about. Then
you got the Boston Teabaggers, I
thought tea bags were from Texas.
Do they know what that name means
where Icome from? This team used
to wear wifebeaters, much more
stylish. Then you got the Usual
Suspects, I liked that movie, but
ECAC actually costs teams more
than NCAA participation.
President Gaudiani made the
announcement to Silas Bauer
'98, Chair of the Atbletic Advi-
sory Board, and The Voice in a
meeting on Thursday afternoon.
Gaudi ani felt that making the
announcement to students was
important because of the level
of support and interest the pro-
cess received. The students at
Conn and throughout other
NESCAC schools rallied for this
decision.
roundupupdate
who the heU was Kyser Sose, man.
Then there is Lil Pups which are so
cute and cuddly, and J just want to
hug them all day. Then there is a
team called Sole but I can't tell if
they are talking about a fish or the
bottom of a shoe, both things are
stinky so the name firs. Cause when
J played this team they smelled and
one guy was wicked ~weaty and 1
had to cover him, he was slimy like
a fish, get it. There's other teams,
but I don't think they got the skills
to pay the bills. WelL, I gonna
bounce awh-ite chill."
Thanks Rob, for that very in-
sightful report. We also have intra-
mural soccerhappening, but we here
at IM office have decided that the
team with the cutest umbros is go-
ing to take the title. Also softball is
happening or isn't, nobody ever
shows up. Anyway keep your feet
on tbe ground and keep reaching for
that net, 1Msports fans. Peace!
Women's Cross Country Team Receives
NCAA Academic Award
This honor is given by the NCAA Division ill Cross Country
Association All-Academic Team to the team whose top seven runners,
or those who compele at the NCAA Division III Regional Champion-
ship, have a combined grade point average of 3.0 or higher during the
season. With a grade point of average of 3.374, Connecticut College
earned a spot OQ the team for the sixth consecutive season. "We've
earned me team award every year since its inception i.n 1992," said
coach Ned Bishop, "To maintain such a bigb academic standard each
year is something that I'm very proud of, and the team deserves a
tremendous amount of credit for their success as student-athletes."
Competing for the Camels at this year's NCAA Division illRegional
Championship wereJ ordan Gustafson, Katrina Pollack, Kristie Alcock,
Latoya Marsh, Jessica Korecki,and Liza Richards. Gustafson, Korecki,
and Richards also earned individual All-Academic honors from the
NCAA Division III Cross Couotry Association for earning a GPA of
3.5 or higher: The women's cross country tearn bas bad 17 student-
athletes earn individual All-Academic honors since 1992.
Men's Soccer Standout To Play in NEISL
Senior All-Star Game
Yannis Moraitis will play in the New England Intercollegiate
Soccer League Senior All-Star Garne on April 25 in New Britain, cr.
Moraitis, a midfielder/marking back, was third on the team in scoring
with II points (4 goals, 3 assists). He helped to lead the Camels to a 9-
5-3 record this fall and an appearance in the championship game in the
ECAC's where they were defeated by Babson 2-0. Moraitis played in
57 games during his four year career and tallied 24 points (8 goals, 8
assists). He was narned Most Valuable Player of the 1996 ECAC ew
England Division ill Tournament.
Connecticut College Rowing Earns Mixed
Results on Lake Quinsigamond
Connecticut College men and women rowers competed against
Ithaca College, Tufts University, and the College of the Holy Cross
with mixed results. In the women's eight, Conn varsity finished third,
10seconds behind winners Ithaca and second place Tufts. Theirrecord
is now 5-3. Both Jujion Varsiryd fshmenlnovice women's eights won
their respective races. The Camels N's extended their record to a
perfect 7-0 forthe season and left second place Itbaca 10seconds back
with Tufts and Holy Cross trailing farther back still. The freshmen/
novice won a hard fought contest. corning from behind after a poor start
and defeated Ithaca by 3.5 seconds with Tufts and Holy Cross also





President Gaudiani noted that
the increase in cohesiveness of
the conference will allow the
schools to form bonds in other
areas, including international
programs.
Included in the announcement
was the conference's creation
of a permanent administrative
position to maintain the
conference's minutes and other
documents. The position will be
an employee of one of the
schools and will coordinate the
work of the college presidents.
SEE ROUNDUP page 10
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CAMEL SPORTS
swered with four consecutive goals,
two of them by Sides, to finish the
first quarter up 4-1.
Thesecondquarterbegan with an
early Conn goal, but four unan-
swered goals from tbe Beavers
brought them quickly back into a
game that should have been over
early. With the game tied at 5 Dylan
DePeter '98 stopped the bleeding
with a goal only 40 seconds left in
the half to give Conn the 6-5 half-
time lead and a Iiule more spunk for
the second half. Conn furiously
struck back with 12 second balf
goals and a final 18-7victory. Chris
Abplanalp '99 tallied four goals and
two assists to lead the scoring surge
for Conn. Sides, who is becoming
ahousehold name on campus, con-
tributed his usual four goals along
with all assist to remain in the top
ten nationally in points per game
average with 6.10. Junior Matt
McCreedy added three goals and
freshman Tim Boyd tallied two
goals and two assists for four points
on the game.
The game against Williarns didn't
have as much importance as game 7
of the '86 world series or game 7 of
the '86 Adams division playoffs
(thank you Claude Lemieux), but
ani y first half goal. Both teams com-
bined for J 9 second-half goals, with
Conn opening the scoring with a
beautiful open net goal by Anna
Stancioff who received a pass from
Doughty who out-bustled the goalie
for the ball behind the net. Conn
picked up their offense in the sec-
ond half by scoring 5 goals; 2 by
Stancioff and Welcb, and Kim-An
Hernandez added won to accom-
pany Doughty's first half goal.
The Camels faced one of the
toughest goalies in the NESCAC in
Middlebury's Emily Bracken who
has a .600 save percentage. This
loss dropped the team to 4-5 on the




While the campus-wide "Don't
Eat Thursday" affected many Conn
students. the Camel men's lacrosse
team was able to continue their phe-
nomenal play with back-to-back
wins just days after the fast. Conn
first met up with the Beavers of
Babson on Harkness Green Satur-
day and then metupwith#13 ranked
Williams College on Tuesday at
Williams. Parker Sides '00 and
company played goal-far-goal with
both teams for the first half and then
took offfor second half surges which
made both games look rather Inp-
sided. Conn beat Babson 18-7 and
finished off Williams 15-7 only
three days later.
The Babson game was probably
one of the most hyped events of the
weekend. The sprinkling of fans
that showed up for tht: women's
game turned into a raucous crowd.
Conn allowed an early Babson goal
while most students were still get-
ting their free hamburgers and cole-
slaw from the friendly folks at the
spirit committee. By the time the
food barrage was over, the Camels
were on their way back. Conn an-
Lacrosse fever hitting all sides of the campus
SHOWDOWN AGAINST BABSON: Camel lacrosse beat Babson 18-7 and finished off Williams 15-7
only three days later.
was very significant nonetheless.
Going into the game, Conn had
onlybeaten Williams one time in 15
tries and Conn was ranked 14th and
Williams 13th in the STXlUnited
States Intercollegiate Lacrosse As-
sociation Division ill national poll
Women's lacrosse 2-1 in last 3 games
By JEN BRENNAN
sports editor
Women's lacrosse has split their
last two games at home and grabbed
a victory at Mount Holyoke this past
week. In an 18'-7 victory over Mount
Holyoke,junior Alicia Doughty tal-
lied 5 goals and 3 assists to lead the
team. As the Camels came back to
their home field they welcomed
National Champs and 3rd ranked
Middlebury to Harkness Green with
all the effort, but not the score to
take the game. Middlebury put to-
gethersome spectacular plays down
the field to lead the Camels 7--I at
halftime with Doughty scoring the
remedy this situation with a defini-
tive 14-7 win over Wesleyan, an-
other NESCAC foe,just three days
later. On a gorgeous day for the
players and spectators, Conn began
slightly sluggish letting Wesleyan
opening the scoring, but from then
on, Conn came out with a ven-
geance to send the Cardinals pack-
ing. Again, Doughty was the story
scoring 5 goals and adding I assist.
Meg Welch, Hernandez, Freshmen
Laura Highmark, Christine Seta, and
Stancioff also got in on the scoring
giving the Camels great promise
SEE WOMEN'S LACROSSE _
continued on previous page
Coed sailing team heads to nationals
The Connecticiut College coed sailing team has qualified for tbe Intercollegiate Yatching and Racing
Association (ICYRA) National Championship. The Camels finished second among nine schools at the
New England Intercollegiate Sailing Association Team Championship last weekend to earn the right to
compete for the team national title onMay28-30 at Tulane University in New Orleans, Louisiana. Boston
College edged Conn in the 13th and final race to win the championship 10-9. Leading the Camels to their
second place finish and representing the team at the national championship will be Morgan Connor '98,
lise Teeters-Trumpy '00, Drew Buttner '99, Kimberly GresaJfi '98, Ery Largay '98, Karen Renzulli '99,
and Justin Smith '00. Ben Wagner' 99 and Anna Longstaff '00 will also travel as alternates. Tbe coed
sailing team is ranked 13th in the nation and is coacbed by Jeff Bresnahan who is in his sixth season at the
helm.
Athlete of the Week
Christian Hufnagel
This week honors go to freshmen Christian Hufnagel. Hufnagel is currently playing
at the numer one singles spot and is ranked sixth irrthe East with a record of 6-2 for the
season. He also is balf ofthe fourth ranked doubles team in the East, playing with junior
Alex Nagler. The Camels tennis team is off to a great start this year because of the work
of this freshmen standout. Congratulations to Christian and the rest of tbe Camels
squad.
as oflast Saturday. Williams came
out strong staying with Conn for
the first three quarters as the game
was 7-6 Conn at the beginning of
the final quarter. With the game on
the line Boyd and Sides came
through to help Conn score 8 final
quarter goals for the 15-7 win. Boyd
exploded with 4 goals and 7 points
and Sides had three goals and 6
points on the day. JuniorGoaltender
SEE MEN'S LACROSSE
{ontillued 011 previous page
Men's Tennis team reaches
critical juncture in season
By CYRUS MOFFETT
staff writer
Last week was a critical time for the men's tennis team. The team
faced difficult challenges, and the results would have a tremendous
bearing upon the rest of the season and the playoffs. Conn was ranked
number six heading into these games. On Thursday, CC played M.I.T.
here, and a few days later the team traveled to Maine for' most of the
weekend, where they played Colby and Bates.
The matches on Thursday took place in yet another infamous patch
of New London fog. The weather was nothing short of clammy, and a
mild drizzle, as small as it was, almost caused everything to be moved
indoors. Fortunately, the drizzle tapered off (though the fog never did).
The singles matches were first. Conn's only easy victory came from its
great star, Christian Hufnagel, who won 6-4, 6-3. Most of the games
went in to the third set.
The most intense singles match was Alex Nagler '99, who fought
M.I.T. 's Anit Chakra-Berty right down to the wire. Nagler had been up
4-1 in the third set, but Chakra-Borty came back, forced a tie-breaker,
and won the set. The net result of the singles was an overall tie, 3-3. It
was up to the doubles to determine the overall winner. Of the three
doubles, the most contested featured Hufnagel and Nagler vs. M.I.T.












4/25 at Worcester, MA Trinity
wi Wesleyan
5/2 N.E. Rowing Championship
Sailing
4/25 Thompson Trophy at"Coast
Guard
5/2 Reed Trophy at MIT
(women)
Men's Tennis
4/25 NESCAC Tournament at
Williams
Track & Field
4/25 NESCAC Championship at
Hamilton
5/2 New England Division ill
Championship (women)
Springfield invitational (men)
